






G E R M - U A 2 4 9  /  C O L I T - U A 2 4 9 :  I N T R O  T O  T H E O R Y :

It can feel today as if we are drowning in a world of signs, with digital technologies conveying unprecedented amounts of text and
image all over the globe. Problems like misinformation, the politics and economy of social media, and conspiracy theories are all
issues of how we make sense of the messages conveyed to us. Semiotics is the study of signs, the concrete forms these messages
take. The course will visit major stations in the history of semiotics, from Augustine of Hippo to German Idealism, Karl Marx, and
beyond. In modern semiotics, we will focus on the twin legacies of Ferdinand de Saussure and Charles Sanders Peirce, with readings
from figures like Roman Jakobson, Roland Barthes, Umberto Eco, Rosalind Krauss, Julia Kristeva, Max Bense, Stuart Hall, Harun
Farocki, and Hito Steyerl. The block seminar will be split each week between this theoretical tradition and objects to be interpreted. In
addition to literary and visual art (texts by Franz Kafka, W.E.B. Du Bois and Edgar Allan Poe, Otto Neurath's Isotype language,
Farocki's and Steyerl's film and digital works) we will analyze memes, data visualization techniques, political and targeted ads, and
other forms of contemporary semiotics. Students will be asked to find semiotic objects for collective analysis. The goal of the course
is to gain not only an overview of the semiotic tradition, but a critical orientation in today's world of signs.
Taught in English.
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German Romanticism: 
Poetry, Art, & Philosophy

Christopher Wood
TR, 3:30 - 4:45 PM

Taught in English
Fall 2021

To “romanticize” the world, according to the poet Novalis, is “to give the common a higher meaning, to make the familiar strange, to make 
the known the unknown, to make the finite seem infinite.”  For a charmed generation of  poets and artists, young enough to share in the 
enthusiasms of  the French Revolution, the world in 1800 seemed ready for remaking.  Taking their cue from Immanuel Kant, who made 
subjective experience itself—not the objective world—the starting point of  philosophical inquiry, they invented a new poetry and a new art, 
new languages of  self-expression.  Natural and sincere, introspective and visionary, pious but also scientific, nostalgic or politically 
engaged, the Romantics sought both a new intensity of  experience and a loss of  self  in communion with the Whole.  The course will 
engage with the authors Goethe, Hölderlin, Novalis, Günderrode, Tieck, Wackenroder, Kleist, Hoffmann, Droste-Hülshoff, and Grimm; 
the painters Overbeck, Cornelius, Friedrich, and Runge; and the philosophers Kant, Schiller, Fichte, Schelling, Schlegel, and Hegel.
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